NWO Pyramid power structure

ILLUMINATI – COUNCIL OF 13 – housed in The Vatican Satan worshippers. EMPIRE OF LUCIFER.

Swiss Octogon Templars Inc. – Pharaonic blood-line families.

THE HEAD OF THE ILLUMINATI SATANIC NWO SNAKE Nazis INC.

CIA INC. – headquarters in Switzerland.
  • Controls MSM via SERCO.
  • Manipulates elections.
  • Gives appearance of a Republic. (U.S. an oligarchy currently, not a Republic, under Military rule, martial law since the U.S. Civil War which never ended. Federal courts apply maritime law and U.S. Citizens are still an enemy of The British State.

Create all wars – such as WWI, WWII for the profit of the bankers.

Black Pope - JESUITS

THE 3 CITY STATE Inc.:

I. Vatican City Inc. – religion.

The Khazarian mafia Inc. – fake Jews.

UN scammers Inc. – rape and pillage nations. U.N. sucks money from U.S. and all countries – money goes to terrorists. UN generals help transport illegal depleted uranium via Maersk into the U.S. and via Silk Airlines in the Middle East, using diplomatic containers to hide the illegal DU and white phosphorus weapons produced by John McCain and Lindsey Graham in illegal depleted uranium weapons factory in Bulgaria =- ARSENAL.
Jihadists Inc. Subsidiary of The Vatican.

II. CITY OF LONDON - BANK OF ENGLAND Inc.

British Monarch – The Queen – The Crown Corporation Inc.

*The Golden Share*


   Rothschilds, Rockefellers, 5 main and 10 banking families that control and own the Federal Reserve system and the central banks. The U.S. Federal Reserve serves the Bank of England, which serves The Bank of International Settlements in Switzerland, the head of the snake.

2. Crown Agents Washington DC

   A. **Lockheed Martin** – own Intel. Control war in partnership with the CIA.

   B. AWE

   C. **SERCO** 100s of contracts

III. USA Inc.

1. Congress

2. CFR


4. DNC – Hillary Clinton, Obama, Bush, sucking money via Clinton Foundation etc.
Urenco, Shell, British Nuclear Fuels. Sucking of U.S. resources from the American people.

5. BRITISH CORPORATIONS INC.


B. SERCO 100s of Contracts

C. USAID – funding of ISIS in Syria.

D. SES – 500 lawyers in DOJ control pay of all Federal agencies – thus control them.

   D1. Secretary of State giving away 50 billion a year to banks, insurance companies, off-shore accounts. Billion given to Afghanistan – to ghost workers. Money down the drain. Israel, Iraq, Syria – Obama funds 1 BILLION A YEAR TO ISIS via USAID.

   D2. US Patent office subsidiary of Britain – agent of the Queen.

   c. Fake “Q anon” & army of trolls
      c.1. 8-chan
      c.2. Youtube
      c.3. Golden Dawn

   d. OPIC fake loans – run by SES

   e. U.S. Intel Agencies.

      FBI, CIA, NSA = conduct U.S. and global spying of all citizens globally.
f. **Secret societies.** The Bilderberg Group. The Masons. **THE CFR CONTROLS ALL OF THESE** and are puppets of the orders above it. Bilderberg NWO agenda of the CFR – population control, environmental poisoning. the CDC population control, chem-trail spraying, poisoning of food and water, drugs, Agenda 21, EPA (poisoning of food, water, vaccines) and more.

3. **BIG FIVE IS INTEL AGENCIES** – agent of The Queen.

**THE SHEEP SIT AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PYRAMID.**